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Editorial & approval                                                              
RenewableUK is the voice of wind and marine energy industry and the UKʼs leading trade association 
representing the interests of the renewable power sector. 
 
This training standard has been developed in consultation with key industry representatives covering 
OEMʼs, developers, training providers, construction and supply chain partners and key industry 
stakeholders. The objective is to ensure that all personnel operating in the wind sector are able to 
demonstrate a common level of basic competency of fire awareness within a wind turbine and 
associated site infrastructure. 
 
The final editorial and approval of this standard has been made by the RenewableUK Training Group 
and ratified by the RenewableUK Health and Safety Strategy Group.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer 
 
It is the responsibility of the sponsoring organisation or individual attending any RenewableUK approved training course to 
identify what its particular training requirements are and to determine whether any training approved by RenewableUK meets 
those requirements. Detailed professional advice should be obtained before taking or refraining from taking action in relation to 
any of the contents of this training standard and any associated training course delivered against this standard. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Overview of the standard 
 

The RenewableUK Fire Awareness Standard outlines the basic safety training and competence 
recommended by RenewableUK for personnel involved with work on wind turbines and any 
associated site or project infrastructure. 
 
Successful achievement of competency requires personnel to demonstrate, to the required level of 
theoretical understanding and knowledge, and practical application of skills. The following 
elements of training and assessment are normally undertaken as a requirement. 

 
§ Basic training and assessment of knowledge - Normally to be undertaken at a training 

establishment; 
§ Continuous development and skills enhancement – In order to ensure that the competency 

standards are maintained and developed, accounting of new and changing health and safety 
hazards and risks; and  

§ Refresher training & assessment – To take place on a regular basis to ensure basic skills and 
knowledge level is maintained.   

 
1.2. Scope of the standard 

 
This standard is only intended to address the most significant health and safety training issues as 
they relate to Fire Awareness. It applies to both onshore and offshore activities subject to the 
jurisdiction of UK health and safety law. It is intended to ensure a common approach to basic 
training delivered by an approved training provider under controlled conditions. 
 
Employers must regularly review the suitability and adequacy of any training provided. This would 
typically arise out of the risk assessments performed to address fire safety hazards. Where these 
identify any new or revised risks that could have a significant impact on the health & safety of the 
work the adequacy of training provision should be formally addressed by the duty holder. 
 
This standard sets out: 

 
§ The syllabus and arrangements to deliver basic training and competence assessment for Fire 

Awareness by an approved training provider; and 
§ The syllabus and arrangements to deliver refresher (see Appendix 1), repeat training, and 

competence assessment for Fire Awareness by an approved training provider.   
 

The standard is intended to apply to all common fire safety situations applicable to work on wind 
turbines and any associated site or project infrastructure. However duty holders should still 
conduct the necessary risk assessments and training needs analysis to determine the suitability of 
the standard to the particular risks of the workplace.  

 
1.3. Additional & Advanced Fire Awareness training  

 
The specific need for additional training (see Appendix 2) will be dependent on the nature of the 
work that may be performed and the specific design or configuration of the workplace. In particular 
this standard does not address the specific training and knowledge requirements for:  
 

 
§ Situations where the potential Fire Safety risks are more complex or involve particular 

technological or operational circumstances where basic fire awareness training will be 
deemed insufficient to address these circumstance (E.g. major fires, explosions etc.)  
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1.4. Approval & recognition of the standard 
 

RenewableUK do not recognise or approve any training carried out outside the scope of this 
standard and the associated approvals protocols. 
 
RenewableUK approval and accreditation to deliver this standard is based on the delivery of the 
standard as single linear training course only. Should an organisation wish to incorporate the 
standard within a wider or nonlinear training programme which includes course elements 
recognised or approved by organisations, other than those specified within this standard, then 
further approval evidence will be required. Further details are set out in the RenewableUK 
approval and accreditation process.        

 
1.5. RenewableUK approved training providers 

 
Training providers who have demonstrated they have the competence and management systems 
to deliver training to the standard will be registered as a RenewableUK Approved Training 
Provider. They will have been accredited and approved against the scope of this standard. 

 
1.6. Trainees 

 
Trainees who have attended and passed the assessment criteria will be awarded a certificate of 
basic training for Fire Awareness. This will be recorded as “RenewableUK approved – Fire 
Awareness”.  This will be deemed valid for a period up to but not exceeding 2 years from the date 
of issueI.  
 

 
1.7. Recognition of equivalent training 

 
Global Wind Organisation (GWO) 
 
The RenewableUK Fire Awareness Standard has been fully aligned to the Global Wind 
Organisation Basic Safety Training – Fire Awareness Module as set out in Appendix 3. However 
this standard includes specific reference to the particular requirements for delivery of training and 
the syllabus content within the UK. 
 
RenewableUK recommend recognition of the GWO Basic Safety Training Fire Awareness Module 
certification, where suitable evidence of the governance and quality assurance of the training 
provider and certification body has been demonstrated and where evidence has been provided to 
demonstrate any additional requirements set out in the UK Annex (See Appendix 4) have been 
met. 

 

                                                
I Duty holders are responsible for identifying the suitability and scope of training provided as well as the determining the 
adequacy and frequency of any refresher training carried out.  Further details are set out in supporting health and safety 
guidance available from www.renewableuk.com. See also the disclaimer on P2.  
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2. Fire Awareness training programme 
 

2.1. Target group 
 
This training standard is designed to meet the basic training and competence requirements for all 
personnel working on a wind turbine and any associated site or project  infrastructure (Note: This 
standard applies to wind turbines with a swept area of >200m2).) 

 
2.2. Pre-course requirements 
 

2.2.1. Academic & technical 
  

2.2.1.1. Initial training 
 
There are no academic or technical pre-requisites for attendance  
on this course. 

   
2.2.1.2. Refresher & re-training 
 
Delegates must hold a valid and in date RenewableUK approved Fire Awareness training 
certificate or a recognised equivalent to this standard to participate. 

 
2.2.2. Medical & fitness 
 
All delegates must be required to self-declare that they are capable and sufficiently fit to 
undergo the training.  Training providers must demonstrate the existence of suitable systems 
that make explicit reference to the capability and medical fitness of the delegate to attend the 
training: 
 
1) At the time of registration of the delegate onto the course; 
2) At the commencement of training prior to any practical exercises being conducted. 
 
At the time of applying for the course, each delegate should receive information on the 
physical effort required and be asked to complete a self-declaration of fitness.   
 
Where a potential delegate self-declares they are incapable but they still wish to be 
considered for training, they should be referred to an Occupational Health professional for a 
clinical assessment.  The referral must specify details of the physical aspects of the training. 
 
On the first day of the course, delegates should be required to complete a further self-
declaration confirming that no new health issue has arisen which could impair their ability to 
undertake the training.  Those who declare such a problem should not be allowed to proceed 
with the course but may attend a future course subject to evidence of a self-declaration of 
fitness. 
 
The training provider should ensure the capability of the delegate to carry on with the training 
is kept under review throughout the course with particular attention being given to signs or 
symptoms of physical or psychological stress presenting. In all cases suitable records shall be 
maintained.  
 

 
2.3. Training outcomes 
 

Delegates successfully completing the Fire Awareness training will be deemed to have 
demonstrated the basic knowledge and competence to appreciate the main fire hazards and 
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prevention and control techniques associated with a wind turbine and any associated site or 
project infrastructure. 

 
 
 

 
 

2.3.1. Basic technical knowledge 
  
On successful completion of training the delegate will be deemed to have demonstrated basic 
knowledge and understanding of: 

 
• General health and safety duties of employers to their employees 
• Personal responsibilities of employees and the self-employed 
• Overview of relevant legislation 
• Overview of relevant standards & guidance 
• Fire combustion and Fire spread 
• Hazards and risks relating to fires within the Wind industry  
• Fire prevention 
• Fire Extinguishing 
• Risk assessments and control measures for Fire Awareness 
• Firefighting equipment used within the Wind industry 
• Emergency procedures and Safety instructions 
• Appreciate the relevance of different company/site specific H&S procedures and rules 

 
2.3.2. Basic practical skills 
  
On successful completion of training the delegate will be deemed to have demonstrated 
individually, basic practical skills and the competence in:  
 
• Emergency and Evacuation procedures. 
• Use of Firefighting Equipment appropriate to the level of training received.  

 
2.4. Training programme 

 
The training programme is designed to provide a balance of the knowledge and skills necessary to 
achieve the level of competence set out in the standard. This will be achieved by a combination of 
explanation, demonstration and participation of the relevant course element.   
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3. Fire Awareness syllabus 
 
3.1. Relevant health & safety legislation  

 
Give an explanation of: 
 
• Legislation and associated guidance and standards related to Fire Awareness in/on 

WTGs and associated site and project infrastructure including:  
o Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974 
o Management of the Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (as amended) 
o Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 

o Fire safety risk assessment guides 
o Offshore installations (prevention of fire and explosion, emergency response) 

regulations 1995 (appreciation of scope and application) 
o Other UK legislation (appreciation only) 

o Applicable “Smoke free” Regulations 
o Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 
o Fire Safety (Scotland) Regulations 2006 
o Fire and Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006 
o Fire Safety Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2010 

o Regulatory authorities 
o Onshore 
o Offshore  

o Standards 
o BS EN 2 
o BS EN 3 

o Incident and injury reporting 
o RIDDOR requirements  
o ESQCR requirements  

 
3.2.  Hazards in the workplace 

 
Give an explanation of: 
 
• Risks and assessments of fire hazards including: 

o Categories of firesII  
§ Class A – Solid 
§ Class B – Liquid 
§ Class C – Gaseous 
§ Class D – Metals 
§ Class F – Cooking Oils 

o How to assess the fire and how to act based on the assessment of the fire 
o Material state, including how surface size influences combustion 
o The signs and causes of fires in wind turbines and the dangers related to it e.g. 

o Hot work 
o Electrical & mechanical sources 
o Environmental (e.g. lightning) 

o Contingency plans in a wind turbine environment 
o The composition and hazards of smoke gases based on the materials in a WTG 
 

3.3. Fire Awareness Applications 
 

Give an explanation of: 
 

• Fire Spread by: 

                                                
II Please note that these refer to European fire classification categories (used throughout this document). 
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o Conduction 
o Convection 
o Radiation 
o Direct Burning 

• Fire Extinguishing 
o Contingency Plans in a Wind Turbine 
o Assessment of a fire 
o Fire intensity curve 
o Common Fire Extinguishing media found in a WTG 
o Knowledge of the four elements of combustionIII (oxygen, material, temperature and 

chemical reaction)  
o Appropriate extinguishing media for fire types including: 

§ Class A – Solid 
§ Class B – Liquid 
§ Class C – Gaseous 
§ Class D – Metals 
§ Class F – Cooking Oils 

• Fire Prevention 
o Fire hazards within the wind industry (manned/unmanned) 
o Personal behaviour as a fire prevention measure 
o Fire Safety during daily work  
o Fixed fire suppression and alarm systems in WTGs, including requirements for special 

training for entering WTGs with fixed systems 
• Fire Fighting Equipment in a WTG 

o Pre-use inspection and testing of firefighting equipment 
o Advantages and disadvantages of various firefighting equipment in WTGs 
o Safe distance and precautions with various firefighting equipment (handheld CO2, dry 

chemical - and water extinguisher, including fire blankets) 
o Correct, efficient and safe use of various firefighting equipment in WTGs 

• Appreciate the relevance of different company/site specific H&S procedures and rules.  
 
 

3.4. Rescue and Incident Management 
 

Give an explanation and demonstration of: 
 

• Safety procedures and emergency exits in WTG  
• Safe evacuation from a smoke filled environment 
• Correct action on discovering fire or smoke in a WTG with specific reference to common 

industry methods of raising the alarm 
• Smoke development in an enclosed area and the correct reaction to such a situation 
• Correct and safe use of each of the following types of fire extinguishers to extinguish a live 

fire under controlled conditions. 
o CO2 
o Dry chemical (powder) 
o Fire blanket 

• Awareness of other fire extinguishing media (Noting the extremely limited application to 
WTG though could be available on other parts of a site.) 
o Water 
o Foam 

  

                                                
III The more accepted “Fire Triangle” approach may be used to deliver this requirement – but the additional 4th element 
(chemical reaction) must also be explained and put in relevant context. 
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4. Training – delivery & administration 
 
4.1. General arrangements 
 
All training must be delivered in accordance with the terms and conditions of the RenewableUK 
approvals and accreditation system. This includes arrangements covering: 
 

• Management of the training 
• Experience & qualifications of trainers and assessors 
• Facilities, apparatus & equipment 
• Course & administrative arrangements 
• Delivery & assessment of training  

 
4.2. Specific arrangements 

 
4.2.1. Duration of training  

 
The recommended contact time for this training and assessment is seen as 4 hours.  

 
Where this training standard forms part of a programme of longer duration the total contact 
time per day shall not exceed 8 hours and the total training day shall not exceed 10 hours.  

 
4.2.2. Performance assessment 

 
Delegates will be assessed against the learning outcomes using direct observation, oral 
and/or written questions as appropriate.  

 
Training providers must have a policy and procedure in place for dealing with persons not 
meeting the stated learning outcomes. 

 
Note: Training providers must have suitable procedures in place to assist delegates with 
learning or physical disabilities. In addition arrangements shall also be provided for delegates 
where English is not their first language.  

 
4.2.3. Scope & frequency of refresher training 

 
It is recommended that training is regularly reviewed based on the particular capabilities and 
experience of each individual.  
 
The period for this training shall not normally exceed the following intervals: 
 
• Full re-training against the latest version of the full standard shall be conducted at least 

every 2 years.  
 

4.3. Training providers – facilities & resources 
 

4.3.1. General requirements  
 

All training providers must ensure the requirements set out in all training must be delivered in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the RenewableUK approvals and accreditation 
system. This shall include suitable facilities and arrangements to satisfy applicable health & 
safety, welfare and equality obligations. 

 
4.3.2. Personnel 
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All training providers must ensure that training supervisors and trainers can demonstrate 
evidence of their competence and experience to meet the requirements set out in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of the RenewableUK approvals and accreditation system. 

 
All supervisors and trainers must participate in ongoing staff training programmes to maintain 
and update skills and knowledge. 

 
4.3.3. Trainer/delegate ratio 

 
The ratio shown for theory sessions indicates the maximum number of delegates attending 
the course. Other ratios indicate the maximum number of delegates to be supervised by 
competent staff including at least one instructor at any one time during each activity. 

 
4.3.3.1. Theory 

  
The maximum ratio for theory subjects is: 1: 12 
 
4.3.3.2. Practical participation & assessment   

 
The maximum ratio for demonstrating and the assessment of any technique is: 1: 4 
[e.g. A course with 12 delegates, would require at least one instructor and 2 other    
competentIV persons in attendance.] 
. 

 
4.3.4. Apparatus & equipment 

 
4.3.4.1. Equipment 
 
The following equipment is required during the entire course: 
o Handheld 

o CO2 
o Dry chemical (powder) 
o Water extinguishers 
o Foam extinguishers 

o Fire blankets  
o Dummies for use in practical exercises 
o Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
o First aid kit suitable for minor burns   

 
4.3.5. Administration arrangements  

 
Appropriate for enrolment and certification of delegates and all aspects of the delivery of 
training in accordance with this standard. 
 
 

4.3.6. Onsite training 
 

Training providers may offer training from a facility other than the site of initial approval. 
Where this occurs 4 or more times in any 12 month period, this additional facility must be 
registered by the training provider with RenewableUK and is subject to same requirements as 
the initial training facility. Any mobile facility that is intended to be used must be assessed as 
part of the accreditation process undertaken. 
 
The requirements of this standard apply in full for any training undertaken on-site such as an 
operational wind farm. However due to the potential additional risks involved, further 

                                                
IV A person in a safety role, judged by the risk assessment to be competent to manage the health and safety of candidates. 
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precautions must be taken. As a minimum the training provider in conjunction with the 
employer or duty holder responsible for the site must: 

 
• Ensure that the facilities and arrangements meet the requirements of this standard. This 

must be documented and must highlight any site specific issues relevant to the safe 
delivery of the training to be carried out.  

• Conduct suitable risk assessment(s) which must be carried in accordance with relevant 
statutory requirements that address site specific health and safety issues relevant to the 
scope of the training delivered. 

• Confirm that appropriate measures are taken to ensure that any site rules or procedures 
are complied with. If an additional site induction is required this must not form part of the 
training delivered in terms of contact time with trainees.  

• The training provider and client must clarify and agree in writing prior to a course being 
delivered, the relevant responsibilities of both parties during the period of training. 

 
The training provider must fully document all of the above checks undertaken.   
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5. Course administration 
 
5.1. General requirements  

 
All training providers must ensure the requirements set out in this training standard are delivered 
in accordance with the terms and conditions of the RenewableUK approvals and accreditation 
system. 

 
This standard does not recognise the delivery of any training outsourced to a 3rd party. 

 
5.2. Certification 

 
Upon successful completion of the course the candidate will be eligible for a certificate. This shall 
record: 

 
• The name, address and registered number of the training provider 
• Full Course Title  
• Delegateʼs Name 
• Course Dates 
• Unique Certificate Number 
• Establishment Signatory 
• Reference RenewableUK approval and contact details for verifications purposes 
• The certificate is valid for 2 years 
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6. Glossary 
 
ACOP   Approved Code of Practice 
BS   British Standard 
CE   Conformité Européenne 
EN   European Standard 
ESQCR  Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002 
GWO  Global Wind Organisation 
HASW   Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974 
HSE   Health Safety Executive 
MHSWR  Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 
PPE   Personal Protective Equipment 
PPEW   Personal Protective Equipment Regulations 2002 
PUWER  Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 
RIDDOR Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013 
WTG   Wind Turbine Generator 
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Appendix 1: Scope & content of refresher & repeat training 
 
1. Retraining for Fire Awareness Standard 
 
RenewableUK strongly advise that formal retraining in Fire Awareness as set out in this standard is 
carried out at least every 24 months.  
 

1.1. Pre-course requirements 
 

1.1.1. Academic & technical 
  
None. 

 
1.1.2. Medical & fitness 
 
All delegates must be required to self-declare that they are capable and sufficiently fit to 
undergo the training.  Training providers must demonstrate the existence of suitable systems 
that make explicit reference to the capability and medical fitness of the delegate to attend the 
training: 
 
1)      At the time of registration of the delegate onto the course; 
2)      At the commencement of training prior to any practical exercises being conducted. 
 
At the time of applying for the course, each delegate should receive information on the 
physical effort required and be asked to complete a self-declaration of fitness.   
 
Where a potential delegate self-declares they are incapable but they still wish to be 
considered for training, they should be referred to an Occupational Health professional for a 
clinical assessment.  The referral must specify details of the physical aspects of the training. 
 
On the first day of the course, delegates should be required to complete a further self-
declaration confirming that no new health issue has arisen which could impair their ability to 
undertake the training.  Those who declare such a problem should not be allowed to proceed 
with the course but may attend a future course subject to evidence of a self-declaration of 
fitness. 
 
The training provider should ensure the capability of the delegate to carry on with the training 
is kept under review throughout the course with particular attention being given to signs or 
symptoms of physical or psychological stress presenting. In all cases suitable records shall be 
maintained.  
  

 
1.2. Training outcomes 
 
Delegates successfully completing the Fire Awareness training will be deemed to have 
demonstrated the basic knowledge and competence as outlined in sections 2.3 to 3.4 of this 
standard. 
 
1.3. Duration of training  

 
      The recommended time for completing the refresher training course is 4 hours. 

  
If the refresher course is part of a programme, total contact time per day shall not exceed 8 hours 
and the total training day shall not exceed 10 hours. 
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Appendix 2: Advanced Fire Fighting training 
 
This standard does not address the specific training requirements for undertaking advanced training 
such as but not limited to operations using breathing apparatus or fire hoses. Duty holders (e.g. 
employers, contractors etc.) are however strongly advised to conduct the necessary risk assessments 
and training needs analyses to address the particular hazards and risks of the project, site or 
arrangements for the relevant facility taking account of the variety of designs and layouts that exist. 
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Appendix 3: RenewableUK Fire Awareness UK annex for 
GWO Basic Safety Training Fire Awareness module  
 
Scope 
 
This appendix is only intended to address the suitability of the GWO Basic Safety Fire Awareness 
Module certification. It applies to any individual presenting GWO Basic Safety Training Fire Awareness 
Module certification for work activity subject to the jurisdiction of UK health and safety law. It is 
intended to ensure a common approach to basic training. 
 
Due to the variety of the equipment used in the access and egress of wind turbines, the variability of  
renewable energy industry equipment design and the differing operating protocols that may be 
adopted by organisations, duty holders including employers must regularly review the suitability and 
adequacy of any training provided. This would typically arise out of the risk assessments performed to 
address the fire hazard and access and egress of wind turbines. Where these identify any new or 
revised risks that could have a significant impact on the safety of access and egress of wind turbines 
the adequacy of training provision should be formally addressed by the duty holder. 
 
This appendix sets out: 
 
• The syllabus elements and arrangements forming the RenewableUK Fire Awareness UK Annex 

for GWO Basic Safety Training Fire Awareness; and 
• Accepted evidence of competent completion of the syllabus elements forming the RenewableUK 

Fire Awareness UK Annex for GWO Basic Safety Training Fire Awareness Module. 
 
RenewableUK Fire Awareness UK Annex for GWO Basic Safety Training fire awareness 
module 
 
The following elements of the RenewableUK Fire Awareness Training Standard form the 
RenewableUK Fire Awareness UK annex. The resulting RenewableUK certification will be valid for two 
years from the date of original GWO Basic Safety Training Fire Awareness Module certification.  

 
Element 
 
3.1 Relevant health & safety legislation  

 
Give an explanation of: 
 
• Legislation and associated guidance and standards related to Fire Awareness in/on 

WTGs and associated site and project infrastructure including:  
o Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974 
o Management of the Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (as amended) 
o Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 

o Fire safety risk assessment guides 
o Offshore installations (prevention of fire and explosion, emergency response) 

regulations 1995 (appreciation of scope and application) 
o Other UK legislation (appreciation only) 

o Applicable “Smoke free” Regulations 
o Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 
o Fire Safety (Scotland) Regulations 2006 
o Fire and Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006 
o Fire Safety Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2010 

o Regulatory authorities 
o Onshore 
o Offshore  

o Standards 
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o BS EN 2 
o BS EN 3 

o Incident and injury reporting 
o RIDDOR requirements  
o ESQCR requirements  

 
Accepted evidence 

 
The following are considered as fulfilling the evidence requirements for the UK and the additional 
requirements cited by GWO where “national legislation sets higher requirements for the training…” 
These are as follows: 

 
Relevant health & safety legislation  

   
The following are accepted as evidence: 
 
• An overview of relevant accidents and applicable legislative requirements applicable to 

the UK as specified by 3.1 delivered and assessed by RenewableUK Approved training 
Provider for Fire Awareness Training; or 

• An overview of relevant accidents and applicable legislative requirements applicable to 
the UK as specified by 3.1 delivered and assessed company induction programs or site 
briefings.  
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Appendix 4: RenewableUK FA UK & GWO Basic Safety 
Training Fire Awareness module  
 
Scope 
 
This appendix clarifies the equivalence of the RenewableUK FA and GWO Basic Safety Training Fire 
Awareness Module. It is intended as an indicative guide to the applicable syllabus elements contained 
in each standard aligned to the relevant clauses concerned. 
 
 

RenewableUK FA Syllabus element GWO BST Fire Awareness Syllabus element 

3.1 Relevant health & safety legislation  
 

ELEMENT 2.1 Global Legislation 
ELEMENT 2.2 National legislation 
 

3.2.Hazards in the workplace 
 

ELEMENT 3.1 Types of Fires 
 

3.3.Fire Awareness Applications 
 

ELEMENT 3.2 Square of Combustion 
ELEMENT 3.3 Fire Spread 
ELEMENT 3.4 Smoke gases 
ELEMENT 4.1 Contingency Plan 
ELEMENT 4.2 Assessing the fire 
ELEMENT 4.3 Fire Classes 
ELEMENT 5.1 Fire Hazards 
ELEMENT 5.2 Fire prevention measures 
ELEMENT 6.1 Pre-use inspection 
ELEMENT 6.2 Correct use of  
firefighting equipment 
 

3.4.Rescue and Incident Management 
 

ELEMENT 7.1 Practice 
ELEMENT 7.2 Scenario based training 
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Appendix 5:  Fire Safety – Site Safety & Environmental 
Arrangements (Informative) 
 
Objective 
 
This informative appendix aims to provide indicative guidance on the site safety and environmental 
arrangements likely to be required to minimize potential harm to trainees or trainers or any unintended 
environmental damage.   
 
It sets out basic information to enable existing and applicant training providers ensure that the facilities 
and equipment used to carry out the practical fire exercises. This is on the expectation that live fire will 
be used to carry out specified demonstrations and exercises are conducted safety and to avoid any 
unintended environmental damage.  
 
RenewableUK health and safety training standards require approved training providers to demonstrate 
that all facilities and equipment are suitable and safe to carry out the training. In particular it is the 
responsibility of the training provider to demonstrate that all equipment is maintained and where 
appropriate, inspected and tested in accordance with current standards (e.g.BS EN), applicable 
legislation and manufacturerʼs guidelines. In addition the onus is on the provider to carry out the 
necessary risk assessments to ensure the safety and welfare of delegates at all times during the 
period of training whilst using the facilities provided and to ensure any environmental licenses or 
permits are complied with.  
 
General features and requirements 
 
In every situation the training provider must be able to demonstrate that all facilities and site 
arrangements take account of: 
 

• Policies & Arrangements covering: 
o H&S covering fire training 

§ Risk assessments (General, Fire etc.) 
o Welfare provision  
o Emergency & incident response arrangements 

• Facilities & site arrangements 
o Overarching responsibility to ensure suitable & safe 
o Segregation & separation arrangements 

§ Other training on site 
§ Other site occupants & neighbours 

o Demonstration fuels  
§ Justification and risk assessment of selection   
§ Assessment of need for smoke control (e.g. ventilation) 

• Assessment of need for and suitability of  PPE (e.g. Smoke hood/visors/overalls) 
• Maintenance & inspection procedures 

o Equipment provided (e.g. extinguishers) 
o PPE  

• Decontamination protocols 
• Environmental protection 

o Evidence of suitable environmental risk assessments. 
o Verification of any environmental permit requirements 
o Spillage prevention & controls (e.g. spill kits) 
o Nuisance (e.g. smoke) 
o Complaints procedure 
o Waste disposal (e.g. used oils & cylinders) 
o Any other site or company specific requirements (e.g. planning requirements) 

 
         End 
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